SUMMIT 2022

Leading with Heart
Empowering the way we Work, Live, Learn and Play

Our community is inheriting new challenges and opportunities in a post pandemic economy. How do we
preserve the social fabric of our community that has been tested by the changes of the last couple of
years while balancing economic growth? It is done by a commitment to our culture starting with quality
of life. It is done by understanding our workforce transformation and identifying resources for our
businesses to reach their full capacity and potential. It is done by making sure the human side of
economic development takes precedence and that we lead with heart.

Confirmed Keynote Speakers
Sally Thorton

Edward Sullivan

An instigator on how to
thrive in the future of work,
Sally is the CEO of Forshay,
a firm that focuses on how
people can do their best
work through executive
recruiting, interim experts,
and optimizing teams
through increased
inclusion, diversity, and
belonging.

Edward Sullivan is the CEO and
managing partner at Velocity
Group. His twenty-five-year career
as an executive coach and political
consultant has taken him around
the globe coaching and advising
start-up founders, Fortune 500
executives, and heads of state of
foreign nations. His work has been
featured in the New York Times, the
Washington Post, Forbes, Fast
Company, USA Today, and Nasdaq,
among others. He holds an MBA
from the Wharton School and an
MPA from the Harvard Kennedy
School.

Kerry Siggins

Mike McCabe

Kerry is the CEO of
StoneAge. She is one of
Colorado’s Top 25 Most
Influential Young
Professionals and was a
fnalist for Colorado’s CEO of
the Year in 2017. StoneAge
is recognized as a Top 100
company to work for by
Outside Magazine. She is an
author and a blogger and
has two successful podcasts.
Kerry is all about showing
up, doing the work, sharing
experiences, and helping
others with their leadership
journey.

Mike is a highly decorated,
experienced leader, former
admiral and corporate CEO, who
teaches others to lead and teams
to reach their potential. Mike was
the Commander of the US 3rd
Fleet, the Executive Officer of
TopGun, and the Director of Air
Warfare for the Navy. Having
survived air combat, the 9/11
attacks, and cancer, Mike
embodies the spirit of gratitude
and lives in a “pay it forward
mode”.

